
FlourWorld Museum opens a new chapter
Flour is art

The FlourWorld Museum in Wittenburg illuminates a further chapter in human history, opening a new room 
dedicated to the Industrial Revolution. An epoch that allowed the world population to grow, while at the 
same time creating new technical solutions to provide for it. The modern industrial milling presentation was 
conceived and designed by museum curator Dr. Oliver Seifert, in cooperation with Bühler Group, a world-
leading Swiss technology leader in grain processing, and Mühlenchemie GmbH & Co. KG. An audiovisual 
installation and working models of an optical sorter, roller mill and plansifter show interested visitors the 
individual steps in the industrial production of flour, the worldwide staple food. 
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The “Flour.Power.Life” exhibit concept 
at the FlourWorld Museum revolves 
around the importance of flour as a 
staple food in the history of humanity. 
This history reaches from the first 
cultivation of grain 10,000 years 
ago during the neolithic revolution, 
when humans became sedentary, 
until today. The new “Milling 

Room” addresses the other major revolution in human history – 
the industrial revolution of the 19th century. It changed the world 
even more radically than the neolithic revolution of 10,000 years 
ago. What is remarkable is that both revolutions were intimately 
associated with grain. 

Before the Industrial Revolution there were over 60,000 mills in 
Germany. Today there are only about 200, although the population 
has quadrupled. The story in other parts of the world is similar. 
The new exhibition shows the technical achievements and devices 
that led to the development of the modern industrial mill. Three 
machine models are centrepieces and take visitors through the 
process of flour production. An optical sorter, roller mill and 

The “Flour.Power.Life” exhibit concept 
at the FlourWorld Museum revolves 

around the importance of flour as a 
staple food in the history of humanity

Plansifter and multimedia installation wall.
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plansifter demonstrate the mechanical processes 
of cleaning, grinding and sifting. The models 
were developed and built during the last three 
years by 37 apprentices of the deep-rooted 
Swiss company Bühler in Uzwil. They give a 
detailed look at the functioning of a modern 
mill. In addition, a schematic presentation 
shows all the fully automated work steps in 
today’s industrial milling.

“The room is designed to present the 
technology of modern flour milling, the power 
and the dimensions that make industrial 
manufacturing processes so revolutionary. 
When you visit a modern mill today, even 
with its steel machinery, high tech and sealed-
off cleanrooms, it’s hard to comprehend the 
quantities that are processed every second to 
get a consistently high-quality product like 
flour,” said Volkmar Wywiol, founder of the 
FlourWorld Museum. 

The art of milling!
The exhibit designers used artistic means 

to make these energies tangible. The link 
to art was obvious. In the 17th century, due 
to the technical sophistication of mills, mill 
construction was called “the art of milling.” A 
multimedia grid wall with 80 moving panels 
that slowly turn around – almost like the 
blades of an old-style windmill – transforms 
into a mysterious machine. Crystalline objects 
appear, first a few, then more and more, and 
the machine starts to eject the objects from the 
grid. Sorting, grinding, and then the dancing 
movements of the particles on the screens of the 
plansifter – the grid wall shows the processes 
demonstrated by the models in modified, 
highly reductive visual and acoustic form. The 
apparently irrational change of the aggregate 
state from crystalline to fluid stands for the 
transformation of indigestible grains in the 
mill to the pure white product we call flour. A 
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transformation that still has something magical to it, despite all 
the science.

When Volkmar Wywiol, the former owner of Mühlenchemie, 
stumbled over an empty flour sack washed up on the beach 
in Dubai in 1998 there was no way he could guess the 
consequences this encounter would have. But he could not get 
the idea of the flour sack as part of our international cultural 
heritage out of his mind, and so the collection grew and grew 
until it comprised over 3,600 flour sacks from more than 
140 countries. This was due above all to the enthusiasm of 
Mühlenchemie’s customers and employees; it was their many 
contributions that ultimately raised the flour sack to the level of 
a real art form, with a museum of its own.

But the FlourWorld Museum is more than just an exhibition 
building. It is the first institution to study flour sack motifs for 
their cultural significance and reveal their symbolism. 

The new Milling Room can be viewed during a visit to the 
museum in Wittenburg every other Saturday and every Sunday 
from 12:00 to 17:00. An audioguide explains all the displays and 
exhibits. The FlourWorld Museum in Wittenburg is an initiative 
of Mühlenchemie. 

https://mehlwelten.de

The new Milling Room in the FlourWorld Museum in Wittenburg

Flour pic 1 - The new Milling Room is opened by sponsors and initiators. Left to right: Peter Steiner, Global Head of BU Mühlenchemie GmbH 
& Co. KG; Alexander Schnelle, Sales Director Europe Bühler AG; Flavio Diaz, President Europe Bühler AG; Volkmar Wywiol, founder of the 
FlourWorld Museum and the Stern-Wywiol Gruppe; Dr. Matthias Moser, CEO Food Ingredients Division of the Stern-Wywiol Gruppe
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